
LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

OVERVIEW:
 Latin America experienced great population growth, leading to the immigration of millions of 

people and to rapid urbanization. 
 At the same time, suffering came from the great disparities between rich and poor. 
 Although unable to escape economic dependency, Latin America gained improvement in 

living standards for many people through the growth of its manufacturing industries.
 theory of "economic dependency":

1. developed nations controlled world economy at expense of undeveloped ones
2. developing nations needed to protect domestic industries

 Conclusion: Toward a Greater World Role - Although Latin America has played an ambiguous 
role in world history, its economic advances and cultural contributions in the twentieth 
century gave it greater visibility.

Economic Change and New Political Actors
 World War I affected most of Latin America because of the interruption of European demand 

for its products.  
 Some local industries formed to produce replacements for unavailable European 

products.  
 A few exports had increased European demand.  

 After the war the economy slowed, causing increasing political unrest.  
 Population growth, swelled by heavy immigration, contributed to urban concentration and 

increased social problems.

Labor and the Middle Class
 The political culture of Latin America altered as an urban labor force and middle class grew.  

 The landholding oligarchy opened the political system to the middle class. They united to 
defend their interests against labor demands.  

 During the 1920s the alliance met resistance from reformers, workers, and peasants 
seeking to redress the inequalities existing in society. Their efforts at organization and 
strikes usually were met by government force.  

 The result was a growing sense of class conflict.  
 Most workers, however, were agrarian and unorganized.

Human Rights in the 20th Century  
 The tortures and killings committed by repressive Latin American and other governments 

have drawn attention to the concept of human rights: universal rights justified by a moral 
standard above national laws.  

 The concept of natural law, perhaps extending back to ancient Greece, also appeared during 
the 19th century  The movement to abolish the slave trade was a part of the movement.  

 In the 20th century the concept was attached to the United Nations and its 1948 Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights guaranteeing basic liberties. 
 Under 20% of U.N. members have a consistently good record in upholding the 

declaration. 
 The supervising U.N. commission lacks enforcement powers. 

 Differences in cultural and political values between nations cause varying 
interpretations of what constitutes human rights. Priorities and strategies in 
international relations have similar results.



Societies in Search of Change
 Social relations in Latin America have changed slowly during the 20th century because 

gender, ethnicity, and class issues remained influential.  
 Population growth, urbanization, and worker migration continued as persistent problems.
 Widespread discrimination against Indians and Afro-Americans persists.

Slow Change in Women's Roles
 They first gained the right to vote in Ecuador in 1929, but some regimes did not grant the 

right until the 1950s.  
 Reformers at times feared that women, because of their ties to the church, would 

become a conservative political force.  
 Women were supposed to remain focused on the home and family.  
 Activist feminist movements worked to secure political and other rights, but gaining the 

right to vote did not mean an ending of male prejudice against equal participation of 
women in political life.  

 Women faced similar problems in the labor force.  
 In some countries they controlled small scale commerce in markets and in others became 

an important component of the service sectors.  
 By the mid-1980s the position of Latin American women was closer to the Western pattern 

than to that of other world areas.

The Movement of People
 Declining mortality and high fertility brought great population expansion to Latin America.  
 By the 1980s internal migration and movement between countries soared as individuals 

sought work or basic freedoms.  
 The process was influenced by the fact that mechanized industry that did not create 

enough new jobs.  
 The 20th century also has been marked by movement from rural to urban areas. By the 

1980s some cities reached massive size: Mexico City had 16 million inhabitants.  
 The rate of growth created problems since urban economies do not provide enough 

employment.  
 Shantytowns provided terrible living conditions.  

 The lack of jobs has prevented migrants from becoming part of a unified working class 
movement.

Cultural Reflections of Despair and Hope
 Most Latin Americans remain Roman Catholics, and Hispanic traditions of family, gender 

relations, and social interaction continue.  
 Popular culture, drawing upon Indian and African traditions, shows great vitality.  
 Latin American music and dance have an international audience.  
 Poets and novelists, often drawing upon internal social, economic, political themes, also have 

world-wide appeal.  

Struggling Toward the Future
 The search for economic growth, political stability, and social justice continues.  
 Deeply entrenched class interests, international conditions, and political power struggles 

hindered or blocked revolutionary change.  
 Important results occurred in Mexico and Cuba and influenced others.  
 New ideas, such as Liberation Theology, appeared.  
 Latin America remains the most advanced sector of the developing world.


